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Monica Magnetti Internet
Branding Expertise
Monica Magnetti Internet Branding services are like no other.
If you need a Business Coach and Brand Consultant who can
do it all, Monica Magnetti is the person for you. She has a
talent for quick thinking and analysis from all angles that
drives her friends and family crazy. For an entrepreneur like
you, on the other hand, Monica’s Brand Consulting is exactly
what you’re looking for.
“I think in PowerPoint® and have turned list-making into an
art. My friends can’t stand it but my clients love it!”
Monica Magnetti’s internet branding expertise will bring
results you never imagined possible! Using her keen
entrepreneurial skills, Monica will develop a personalized
method that is suited to YOUR big picture. She will work with
your goals in manageable steps, sending you on your way to
business success!

Monica’s Vision for You
We all deserve to shine by the light of our own fire. Living
a life enlightened by our own spark makes the whole world
shine a bit brighter. My wish for you is to fearlessly look
within yourself and breathe your inner power out into the
world. Let Your Fire Out!
I have created this eBook to help you identify your fire and
create a unique marketing foundation based on your values.
Learning to speak your fire will allow you to reach more
clients and achieve success in your business!
This eBook is meant to be shared. Encourage your friends and
colleagues to download it from my website so that they too
can be the creators of their own business success.
Thank you! Grazie!
Monica
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Introduction
The key to creating a strong branding action plan and
marketing strategy is to create a strong foundation that
defines your business.
It’s so basic, it might seem almost ridiculous for me to
mention it. The reason most people fail in establishing their
brand is because they put money into building the roof of
their business before building the foundation. I have seen
businesses invest thousands of dollars in promotion before
developing a navigable website. Just like a building a house,
you can’t invest in a fancy roof until you have built a solid
foundation.
In the following pages you will find ground-breaking concepts
that speak to the values of your business, broken down into
the ten essential elements of creating a strong business
foundation. Designing an effective and comprehensive
strategy for establishing your brand depends on addressing
these ten elements and making plan of action.
Have fun! This is great work and it will challenge many
aspects of who you are. Be creative, be practical, be wild,
be conservative, and be all that you can be! Honor the
multiple aspects of who you are, and set them in balance to
create a strong formula for success.
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Ten Elements That Make Your
Business YOURS!
There are ten essential elements that make up the
foundation of any successful business. Whether your business
is well-established or brand new, building a foundation on
these ten elements will lead to great results in your internet
branding. Even if you have some of these elements already in
place, it is crucial to assess your branding in the global vision
of all ten.

TARGET

YOUR

VALUE!

1. Define Your Demographic or Niche — Your Target Market
Defining your demographic or niche is not just about
knowing who needs or wants your product or service. It’s
about extending your reach beyond the limits of your target
demographic so that more people will become interested in
the value you offer.
If you have a store, for example, you might ask yourself
“Is everyone who is looking for the product I sell coming into
my store, or only those people who know what I sell?” Don’t
limit yourself to attracting only those people who already
want what you sell. Your goal is to attract a broader range of
clients, because you are selling more than a product — you
are selling value. Value appeals to everyone.
2. Create a Visual Reflection of Your Business
People learn and receive information in different ways.
Some people are receptive to written content, some absorb
information via images, and others are open to auditory
messages. The wide variety of communication options
available thorough social media allows us to converse with
our customers in the ways that speak to them. Fortify your
brand’s appeal in the eyes of your clients by transfusing the
essence of your business vision into every aspect of your
communication.
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Your business’s visual concept is not just a logo. While
a logo can be important to a brand, I am talking about a
visual reflection of the value of your business. It may take
the shape of a photograph, an illustration or a montage.
Whatever you choose, capture the essence of your business
vision and, most importantly, the value you offer.
In a visual representation, I suggest that people show
the value they offer and the feeling people experience when
they buy their services, rather than depicting what their
business does.
For example, a Pilates Studio offers clients a corrected
spine and a better body. Visually, that value translates into
FLEXIBILITY, BALANCE, HARMONY and ACHIEVEMENT. An image
of a soft curve that conveys a sense of relaxation is a better
graphic than the image of a straight spine.
A moving company could choose the image of a truck,
but would convey a better sense of the value they offer
with the image of a relaxed couple reading the newspaper.
The service that the moving company offers can be clearly
expressed in the name of the business, while the visual
representation expresses the value they offer. “A.C.E.
Moving: we will do the heavy lifting. All you have to do is
lift the newspaper.”
3. Develop and Write Your Core Message Based on Value
Products are available by the click of a button – the only
way to create a strong clientele is to market yourself by the
value your clients experience. Express your essence and the
product you promote in fresh, compelling language and give
your audience a clear idea of the value of your business.
Enable your clients to connect with you and your brand in a
way that is meaningful to them. To reinforce your brand, it is
essential to use consistent language that prioritizes value in
all of your communication channels.
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Review your existing marketing and communications
materials to ensure that they are on target to accurately and
effectively reflect your brand.
4. Create Your Business Website
A well-designed, easy-to-navigate, easy-to-find website is
vital to your business. Your website is your online calling card
and has the potential to attract more customers than any
other communication channel. Developing a good website
involves defining its purpose, planning its architecture
and overall design, writing the copy, selecting visuals, and
determining what kinds of functionality the site will need.
Once you have completed these steps, it’s time to put all
the elements together to build the site itself, ensuring that
the site provides both functionality and content and that
keywords are optimized for search engines. An effective
website will provide the functionality and content that best
serves the needs of your customers while remaining true to
your essence.
It’s easy to get caught up in the game of adding bells
and whistles to your website. It’s far more important to
make your website clean and effective. If you already have
a website, assess its current value and decide whether it
needs to be updated. If you don’t have website yet, define
the essence of your business and the value you want to
advertise. Be clear about what you want to achieve with this
critical branding tool. Offer value rather than gimmicks.
The main goal of a website is to establish contact with
current and potential clients and to clearly define what your
business can offer to visitors.
Visitors to your home page give you no more than five
seconds before clicking away. Make those five seconds
profitable by answering these two questions:
• What can I do for you?
• What free gift do I offer?
8
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Answer these two questions instantly and the
relationship with a new visitor can begin to flourish.
The goal of the home page is to use visuals and content
to answer the first question professionally, so that the viewer
is inclined to sign up for the free gift.
That is the only goal of the home page. Anything that
gets in the way of the visitor signing up for the free gift is an
obstacle. Anything that moves, opens a new link or distracts
the viewer from finding the answers to the two questions
must be eliminated.
The best way to create an effective, easy-to-navigate,
entertaining website is to understand your viewers. You must
properly store all the information you want them to have
in subcategories listed on the top toolbar, in a way that is
nicely presented and easy to follow. We all love clarity, and
we don’t have time to waste.
5. Offer Free Gifts to your Visitors
An effective way to demonstrate your professional
abilities is give prospective clients a free gift. Free gifts
must be related to what your business offers and can come in
various formats, including MP3 downloads, videos, webinars
and eBooks.
A free gift opens tremendous possibilities. You are
inviting viewers to experience what you have to offer. In
return, they may reward you with their email address so
that you can keep them informed about your services and
specials. It’s a win-win situation.
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6. Send Newsletters
Updating your customers regularly about your business —
the milestones and the day-to-day stuff — makes them feel
like a valued part of your business family.
A newsletter is a vital part of your overall strategy. It
offers:
• a fresh monthly update
• a reminder of the value you offer
• information about shows and special offers
Once your website and email marketing system are
in place, you’re ready to make a plan for your monthly
newsletter. Keep your main goal in mind and decide how
often you want to send your newsletter to your clients.
An important fact to consider:
• Newsletters that have the same format month
after month do not get read as often as newsletters
whose format and visuals change, even if only
slightly.
Newsletters that people love to read have the following
features:
• Even if the format is standard, it is eye-catching,
with various colours and some particularly
interesting element.
• The images and graphics complement the theme of
the writing.
• It’s short, clear and to the point.
Using these features will effectively draw your readers to
the content of your message.
The goal of the newsletter is not to sell or promote
anything, but to serve your readers. The bottom line is that
your newsletter must be appealing enough that people want
to read the content and, better yet, forward the newsletter
to friends.
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The message you send to your subscribers is: “You are
important to me, and I am here to serve you!”
When it comes to newsletters, less is more!
• Less selling
• Less standard format
• Less impersonality
• Less text
7. Implement an Email Marketing System
Using email marketing and electronic newsletters is more
than just a means of communicating with your audience. It is
also an effective way to gather information about them. The
more you know about your customer base, the better you’ll
be able to deliver products and services they need and value.
An email marketing system is inexpensive, it represents
your business professionally, and it provides you with
tremendous information about the behaviour and interests of
your subscribers.
You will receive data about when your subscribers open
your e-newsletter, how long they peruse it, which parts they
read and which links they click on. This information allows
you to refine your content to better advertise the value
of your product or service. With an easy click of a button,
your subscribers can forward your newsletter to friends —
that’s fast and far-reaching viral marketing! Perhaps just as
important, they can also choose to opt out (stop receiving
your email updates) if their interests change. An essential
part of treasuring your customers is letting them move on
when they choose to.
Various email marketing resources are available. Make
sure you define the service that you want from an email
marketing system and select the best one for your needs.
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8. Assess Public Relations
To PR or not to PR? That is the question. Public relations
agencies do their best work when you give them clarity about
your business and clarity about the results you want from
public relations. When you have a clear and global picture
of who you are as a business and where you want to go, a PR
company can guide you to the finish line. Your clarity is the
key to making your public relations money work for you.
9. Long-range Brand Management
Defining a long-range brand-management strategy
will ensure that all future revisions and updates to your
communications are consistent with your long-term vision.
Updating and assessing all the tools you use is important to
staying on top of servicing your clientele.
10. Strength in Numbers
The most effective way to build your audience, and to
find potential customers who may be looking for services like
yours, is to team up with others who share your vision and
values.
Building a business network is a key element of branding,
and it is often overlooked. It’s crucial to create connections
and alliances with like-minded individuals and groups so
that you can network in different directions. You will share
not only yourselves but also your contributions to the world,
generating a business network of mutual benefit to all!
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What’s Next 4 U?
There are only 24 hours in a day. As a business leader,
you want to make sure that your unique abilities and your
time are well utilized. Recruiting a supportive team that
allows you to focus your strengths where they are needed
will be invaluable as you turn your vision into reality.
As a professional Brand Consultant, I offer my ability
to understand your goals and connect you to your original
vision. I identify the unique details that define the company
you have created — the fire that sparked you to go into
business and make it a success. Then I use those details —
that fire — to create a comprehensive plan of action that will
allow you to reach out to your customers with a clear and
ignited strategy.
The information in this eBook is meant to support you
in doing the initial work on your own. You are developing a
better understanding of your vision and goals so that you can
reveal the unique value that you bring to your customers.
Now that you have taken the first step, my services
can support your business vision by offering the tools and
products needed by leaders like you to stay on top of your
internet branding game. An outside branding expert like me
brings fresh perspective to your organization and supports
the creation of a powerful and fiery plan of action.
Let’s smoke the competition out of your way!
Visit Brand Your Fire (link to http://www.lunacoaching.
com/monicabrandingconsultant.php) for your internet
branding services wants!
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